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Abstract
We extend our recently proposed approach to cross-lingual TTS
training to voice conversion, without using parallel training sen-
tences. It employs Speaker Independent, Deep Neural Net (SI-
DNN) ASR to equalize the difference between source and target
speakers and Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) to convert
spectral parameters probabilistically in the phonetic space via
ASR senone posterior probabilities of the two speakers. With or
without knowing the transcriptions of the target speaker’s train-
ing speech, the approach can be either supervised or unsuper-
vised. In a supervised mode, where adequate training data of the
target speaker with transcriptions is used to train a GMM-HMM
TTS of the target speaker, each frame of the source speakers in-
put data is mapped to the closest senone in thus trained TTS.
The mapping is done via the posterior probabilities computed
by SI-DNN ASR and the minimum KLD matching. In a un-
supervised mode, all training data of the target speaker is first
grouped into phonetic clusters where KLD is used as the sole
distortion measure. Once the phonetic clusters are trained, each
frame of the source speakers input is then mapped to the mean
of the closest phonetic cluster. The final converted speech is
generated with the max probability trajectory generation algo-
rithm. Both objective and subjective evaluations show the pro-
posed approach can achieve higher speaker similarity and better
spectral distortions, when comparing with the baseline system
based upon our sequential error minimization trained DNN al-
gorithm.

Index Terms: voice conversion, Kullback-Leibler divergence,
deep neural networks

1. Introduction
Voice Conversion is to convert the speech from a source speaker
to a target speaker without changing the word content. Conven-
tional voice conversion techniques[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 21]
always need parallel data which can be automatically aligned
by dynamic time warping. A mapping function is then trained
to convert the speech from source speaker to the target speak-
er. Among these approaches, the joint density Gaussian mix-
ture model(JD-GMM) based mapping method [2] and neural
network (NN) based mapping method [5] are widely used. Al-
though JD-GMM can effectively convert source speech to tar-
get speech with a decent quality, there still exists some over s-
moothing problem due to the statistical averaging in training the
mean and covariance of Gaussian components. NN based ap-
proach directly train the conditional probability which converts
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source speech to target speech. Besides, the conversion function
of NN based approach is non-linear which might be able to sim-
ulate some non-linear function in speech production/perception.
So NN has a potential to achieve better performance than GMM
based approach [4]. Recently, exemplar-based sparse represen-
tation for voice conversion is studied[20, 21], the basic idea is
to represent magnitude spectrum as a linear combination of a
set of basis spectra, called the exemplars with non-negative ma-
trix factorization, and try to convert the exemplars. However
the precondition of having parallel data is inconvenient and for
speaker pairs, we need to collect parallel recordings and train
the corresponding mapping function which may involve expen-
sive manual work. There are some approaches which do not
require parallel data. In [13], acoustic clusters are construct-
ed based on the acoustic features for source and target speaker
respectively, and then a mapping between source and target a-
coustic clusters is established in terms of Euclidean distance. In
[14] a speech recognizer is used to index each frame of source
and target with state label. And then subsequences are extract
from the set of target sequences to match the given source s-
tate index sequences. Thus parallel data of source and target
speaker is constructed and the conventional linear transforma-
tion parameter training is applied. In [15] a unit selection based
method is used to select the acoustically “nearest” target frame
considering the continuity at the same time. However all three
approaches can not achieve as good performance as GMM or
NN based voice conversion which requires parallel data[15].

In this paper we propose a new voice conversion method
for any unknown source speaker with or without his/her pre-
recorded speech. It is motivated by our new cross-lingual TTS
work [16] which uses a SI-DNN to equalize speaker difference
between different languages and Kullback-Leibler divergence
to measure the phonetic distortion between two acoustic seg-
ments. We extend this KLD-DNN approach to voice conver-
sion. A SI-DNN ASR is trained and the corresponding ASR
senones space is used to represent the whole phonetic space
independent of speaker. Speaker differences can be equalized
with the SI-DNN at the senone or frame level in the ASR senone
phonetic space. In a supervised mode when there is adequate
training data of the target speaker with transcriptions. Each
frame of source speaker is mapped to the TTS senones of the
target speaker with minimum KLD calculated from the SI-DNN
output posterior probabilities. In unsupervised mode when no
transcriptions of the target speaker’s speech are needed. Target
speaker’s phonetic clusters are constructed with KLD and each
source speaker’s acoustic frame is mapped to target speaker’s
phonetic cluster via KLD matching. Maximum probability tra-
jectory speech generation algorithm is then applied to generate
the converted speech trajectory.
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2. KL Divergence And DNN
Approach To Voice Conversion

2.1. Senone Mapping

A block diagram of senone mapping in KLD-DNN based voice
conversion is shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1: KLD-DNN: Senone Mapping

In training, only the target speaker’s speech is needed and it
is used to train a GMM-HMM based TTS of the target speaker.
Forced align target speaker’s speech with corresponding tran-
scriptions, and we can get I buckets of training data, where each
bucket is a group of acoustic frames with the same TTS senone
label and I is the number of target speaker’s TTS senones, or the
clustered GMM states. Each TTS senone si has its correspond-
ing acoustic mean vector μi and covariance matrix Ui. Then we
process each bucket of target speaker’s data via the SI-DNN to
get the accumulated posteriors for all N English ASR senones
(sASR

1 sASR
2 ... sASR

N ), where N is the number of English ASR
senones. The accumulated posteriors are then averaged by the
number of frames in each bucket. For each TTS senone si, the
ASR senone posterior distribution Pi is:

Pi = [ p(sASR
1 |si) p(sASR

2 |si) ... p(sASR
N |si) ],

p(sASR
n |si) =

∑R
r=1 p(s

ASR
n |xr)

R
, xr ∈ bucketi

(1)

xr is the frame belongs to bucketi, R is the total number
of frames in bucketi. i ∈ [1, 2, ..., I].

In conversion, for a source speaker, we process an utterance
X = [x1, x2, ..., xT ] with the SI-DNN, where T is the number
of frames. And for each frame xt, we obtain the ASR senone
posterior distribution Qt,

Qt = [ q(sASR
1 |xt) q(sASR

2 |xt) ... q(sASR
N |xt) ],

t ∈ [1, 2, ..., T ]
(2)

We use symmetrised KL divergence [11] to measure phonetic
distortion between each TTS senone si with distribution Pi and
acoustic frame xt with distribution Qt in the probability space.
Senone mapping is established with the minimum KLD selec-
tion criterion. For frame xt of the source speaker, we find a
corresponding TTS senone sM(t) of the target speaker in the
minimum KLD sense, where M (t) returns the corresponding
index of target speaker’s TTS senone given the source speaker’s

acoustic frame xt.

M (t) = argmin
i

DKL(Pi, Qt)

= argmin
i

N∑

n=1

(p(sASR
n |si)− q(sASR

n |xt))∗

(ln(p(sASR
n |si))− ln(q(sASR

n |xt))),

i ∈ [1, 2, ..., I], t ∈ [1, 2, ..., T ]

(3)

In final conversion, a smooth acoustic parameter C is generat-
ed by the maximum probability parameter generation algorithm
with delta constrains,

C = (WTU−1W )−1WTU−1M (4)

where W are the dynamic feature coefficient matrix
[10], M = [μT

M(1), μ
T
M(2), ..., μ

T
M(T )]

T , U−1 =

diag[U−1
M(1), U

−1
M(2), ..., U

−1
M(T )]

2.2. Phonetic Cluster Mapping

In many application scenarios, the amount of the target speaker
speech is limited and transcriptions are not available. For this
case, we switch to the unsupervised mode and perform a pho-
netic clusters based instead of TTS senone based mapping as
described in the previous section.

2.2.1. Phonetic Clustering

The followings are the pseudo code of clustering algorithm. In

Algorithm 1 KL Divergence based Phonetic Clustering

Input:
L acoustic frames, X = [x1 x2 ... xL];
and their phonetic representations in ASR senone (posterior
probabilities) P = [P1 P2 ... PL];
# of phonetic clusters: K;

Output:
Phonetic representations of ck of each cluster sk; Acoustic
mean μk of each cluster sk; Acoustic variance σ2

k of each
cluster sk

1: Initialization: Randomly pick K samples from L samples
as K centroids; t = 0; D0 =∞

2: repeat
3: Calculate the KL Divergence DKL(Pi, ck)

k ∈ [1, 2, ...,K] i ∈ [1, 2, ..., L]
4: Assign each sample Pi to the nearest cluster sk with the

minimum KL divergence.
sk = {Pi : DKL(Pi, ck) ≤ DKL(Pi, cm), ∀m, 1 ≤
m ≤ K}

5: Recompute the phonetic representation ck of each
clustersk

cK ≈ 1
2
× ( 1

|sk|
∑

Pi∈sk Pi +
|sk|√∏

Pi∈sk
Pi

∑ |sk|√∏
Pi∈sk

Pi
)

6: Recompute the total Distortion
Dt+1 =

∑K
k=1

∑
Pi∈sk DKL(Pi, ck), t = t+ 1

7: until Dt−Dt+1

Dt < 1 ‰
8: Calculate acoustic statistics of each cluster

μk = 1
|sk|

∑
xi∈sk xi

σ2
k = 1

|sk|
∑

xi∈sk x2
i − μ2

k

9: return phonetic representation ck and acoustic statistics
μk, σ2

k of each cluster
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statistical parametric TTS training, a decision tree is construct-
ed by clustering context-depdent, hidden Markov Model (HM-
M) states. Here we divide the acoustic space into clusters by
unsupervised clustering. Given the target speaker’s speech, we
can extract the acoustic featuers X = [x1 x2 ... xL] and their
phonetic representations in DNN output posterior probabilities.
The unsupervised clustering is very similar to k-means clus-
tering with symmetrised KLD as the distortion measure. The
centroids are computed either as geometric mean or arithmetic
mean to approximate the real centroid.

2.2.2. Phonetic Cluster Mapping

A block diagram of phonetic cluster mapping in KLD-DNN
based voice conversion is shown in Fig.2. It’s quite similar to
the senone mapping. However, instead of TTS senones, we use
the centroids of phonetic clusters to do KLD matching. The
phonetic cluster is achieved by clustering the phonetic repre-
sentations (DNN output posterior probabilities).
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Figure 2: KLD-DNN: Phonetic Cluster Mapping

2.3. Speaker Dependent DNN

Given the source and target speaker’s pre-recorded speech with
transcriptions, we can further improve the KLD-DNN based
voice conversion’s performance by adapting the SI-DNN to s-
peaker dependent DNN.

We adapt the SI-DNN to source speaker’s DNN and target
speaker’s DNN respectively by simply finetuning the last layer
of SI-DNN. The SD-DNN output posterior is more phonetically
accurate to the specific source and target speaker. The speaker
difference is equalized in the SD-DNN output ASR senone s-
pace. The succeeding mapping can be done in senone or pho-
netic cluster mapping as mentioned in previous two subsections.

2.4. Prosody Transformation

In this study we concentrate on preserving the speaker’s spectral
characteristics. The prosody is transformed in a global scale
between the source and the target speakers . In conversion stage,
a Gaussian normalized transformation[4] is used to transform
the F0 of the source speaker to the F0 of the target speaker as
follows:

ln(F0Trans) = μt +
σt

σs
(ln(F0s)− μs) (5)

where μs σs and μt σt are the means and standard deviations
of the source and target speaker’s F0, respectively.

3. Experiments
Experiments were carried out on the CMU ARCTIC
database[12]. The ARCTIC corpus consists of four primary set-
s of recordings of 4 speakers (2 male BDL and RMS, 2 female
CLB and SLT), plus 3 other accented sets of recordings (3 male,
Canadian JMK, Scottish AWB and Indian KSP). In our experi-
ments, we do voice conversion in 3 pairs:

1) SLT (US Female) to BDL (US Male)

2) SLT (US Female) to CLB (US Female)

3) RMS (US Male) to BDL (US Male)

3.1. Experimental Setup

1,000 English utterances (∼ 1 hour) of a target speaker are used
for training speaker dependent, English GMM-HMM based
TTS. Speech is sampled at 16kHz, windowed by a 25ms win-
dows, and shifted every 5ms. 40th-order Line Spectral Pair (L-
SP) coefficients [17] plus gain and the corresponding first and
second order dynamic features, the fundamental frequency(F0)
in log scale and its first and second order dynamic features are
extracted. Multi-space probability Distribution (MSD) HMMs
of 5-states, left to right, no-skip topology with diagonal covari-
ance matrix are constructed. Conventional MDL-based decision
tree is applied to do model clustering. The penalty scaling factor
α is set to 1. 50 utterances are used as test set.

Wall Street Journal CSR corpus is used to train CD-DNN-
HMM acoustic model. Training set (SI-284) contains 78 hours
utterances recorded by 284 native American English speaker-
s. The acoustic features, extracted by a 25ms hamming win-
dow, shifted every 10ms, consist of 38 MFCCs plus log en-
ergy. Three states, left-to-right HMM triphone models, each
state with 16 Gaussians components, diagonal covariance dis-
tribution, are trained. The phone set is constructed by group-
ing TIMIT phonemes into 40 phonemes. The total number of
”senones” after state-tying is 2,754.

Acoustic models are further trained by DNN with all train-
ing data (SI-284)[18]. Our SI-DNN model is a 6 layer network,
consisting of 1 input layer, 4 hidden layers, each layer with 2K
units, and 1 output layer, with the same number of senones out-
put as in CD-GMM-HMM. The input of DNN is MFCCs, which
contains 5 left frames, the current frame and 5 right frames (429
dimensions). Each dimension is normalized to zero mean and
unit variance. Our DNN is initialized with the Deep Belief Net-
work (DBN) pre-training procedure [19]. All weights and bias
are then discriminatively tuned using about 100 epochs.

3.2. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.2.1. Convergence of Phonetic Clustering

Fig. 3 shows the convergence property of KL divergence based
phonetic clustering. BDL’s 1000 utterances are used for cluster-
ing. And another 50 utterances are used for testing. We measure
the total KL divergence between each sample and the centroid
of phonetic cluster it belongs to. Seen from the results of the
training and test set, the phonetic clustering is converged after
30 training iterations. We also set different initialized centroid
to study whether this KL divergence based phonetic clustering
is sensitive to the initialization. And we found that the total KL
divergence on the test set is differed within 1% with different
centroid initializations which proves that the phonetic cluster-
ing is quite robust to the initialization mainly due to that the
samples are well structured since each dimension of the DNN
output posterior has its phonetic meaning.
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Figure 3: Convergence of Phonetic Clustering

3.2.2. Senone Mapping vs. Phonetic Cluster Mapping

Table 1 shows the log spectral distortion (LSD) between the
converted speech and the target speaker’s natural recordings of
the same sentence. We compare 3 systems constructed with
target speaker’s 1000 utterances: TTS senone mapping(TSM),
phonetic cluster mapping (PCM), and the TTS directly trained
with target speaker’s 1000 utterances which can be viewed as
the upper bound of the performance. Both TSM and PCM ap-
proach achieve a performance close to the TTS upper bound.
Even without transcriptions, PCM achieves a better result than
TSM, due to that the phonetic clusters are constructed with the
DNN output posterior distributions (phonetic representations)
which is consistent with the DNN output posterior distributions
based KLD matching process. On the other hand, TTS senones
are constructed with acoustic features by maximizing the like-
lihood, which is not consistent with the KLD mapping process.

Table 1: LSD(dB) of TSM, PCM, TTS upperbound

Conversion Pair TSM PCM TTS upperbound

SLT to BDL 4.68 4.56 4.10
CLB to SLT 4.51 4.21 4.06
RMS to BDL 4.61 4.47 4.10

3.2.3. Amount of Data

Table 2 shows the LSD on test set of speaker pair from SLT to
BDL using the phonetic cluster mapping method. The number
of utterances to construct target speaker’s phonetic clusters is set
from 10 to 1000. From the results, 100 utterances seems to be
adequate to construct the target speaker’s phonetic space. Even
with only 30 seconds speech (10 utterances) of target speaker,
the KLD-DNN voice conversion system can achieve fairly good
intelligibility and decent similarity to the target speaker form 8
subjects’ opinions after hearing testing stimuli.

Table 2: LSD(dB) on test set

# of utterances 10 50 100 300 500 1000

LSD(dB) 4.96 4.67 4.59 4.57 4.57 4.56

3.2.4. Speaker Dependent DNN

Fig. 4 shows the LSD on test set of speaker pair from SLT
to BDL when we have source speaker and target speaker’s pre-
recorded speech with transcriptions to adapt the SI-DNN to SD-
DNN. From the figure, when we use more data to adapt the
SI-DNN to SD-DNN, the DNN output posteriors are more pho-
netically accurate. Thus the KL divergence based mapping can

find more appropriate target speaker’s TTS senones or phonetic
clusters for the source speaker’s speech frame.
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3.2.5. KLD-DNN vs SEM-NN

We compare KLD-DNN approach with the SEM-NN[5] based
approach, our baseline, proposed previously. 3 systems are con-
strusted. SEM-NN-100 is trained with 100 parallel utterances
based on the sequence error minimization criterion. PCM-100
only uses target speaker’s 100 untranscribed utterances to train a
phonetic cluster mapping based voice conversion system. PCM-
A-100 uses both source speaker and target speaker’s 100 utter-
ances to adapt the SI-DNN to get their own speaker specific
DNN output posterior distributions. And then a phonetic cluster
mapping based voice conversion system is trained. Our KLD-
DNN based voice conversion outperform the conventional neu-
ral network based voice conversion significantly.

Table 3: LSD(dB) on test set

Conversion pair PCM-100 PCM-A-100 SEM-NN-100

SLT to BDL 4.59 4.40 4.98
CLB to SLT 4.23 4.10 4.50
RMS to BDL 4.49 4.40 5.10

A subjective listening test for naturalness and similarity
comparison of PCM-100 and SEM-NN-100 is also conducted
with 8 subjects. 30 samples of 3 speaker conversion pairs are
included in the test. PCM-100 achieves overwhelming prefer-
ence than SEM-NN-100 with naturalness (96% vs. 4%), sim-
ilarity (97% vs. 3%). Samples of the converted utterances are
given on the web link: http://feng-long.github.io/VC

4. Conclusions
In this paper, we propose KLD-DNN based approach to voice
conversion without parallel data between the source and target
speakers. SI-DNN is used to equalize the speaker difference
between source and target speaker in their DNN output poste-
rior distribution phonetic space. KL divergence is used to map
the source speaker’s frame to the closest target speaker’s TTS
senone or phonetic cluster. Both the senone mapping and pho-
netic cluster mapping achieve performance close to the upper-
bound of TTS trained directly with target speaker’s speech. Our
KLD-DNN based approach significantly outperforms the con-
ventional neural network based baseline both objectively and
subjectively.
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